
THE ONE-TWO PUNCH 
FOR YOUR BATHROOM

“I like showers!” “I prefer baths!”





Shower or bath?  
Not a question!

The bathtub of the future - the TWINLINE from Artweger.

Comfort and well-being are the most important features nowadays when 

it comes to bathrooms. Personal wishes and preferences would like to be 

taken into consideration. The question which many people have to answer 

is - shower or bathtub?  

The TWINLINE from Artweger does away with this decision because it is 

both – a bathtub and a shower at the same time! Due to its integrated glass 

door you get into the shower and the bathtub practically flush-to-floor. That 

is why the TWINLINE is the trend-setting alternative to conventional bathtub 

or shower answers to this question. It is pure comfort!
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“For me it has to be quick”
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The bathtub of the future.

See pages 12 and 16 See pages 12 and 16See pages 12 and 16
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“I like to take my time.”“For me it has to be quick”
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Shower or bath? Many of you will know this situation: space in the bathroom is simply not enough for both. 
However to go without one of the two options is not the answer for everybody. The TWINLINE now creates 
space to have both, without having to enlarge your bathroom! The Artweger TWINLINE is the all-Inclusive 
solution whether for singles or a large family, for large and small bathrooms.

You have never experienced such a comfortable bathtub. You open the door of the Twinline and simply walk 
in! In doing so the integrated door opens inwards to save space and provides you with comfortable, practi-
cally flush-to-floor access to the bathtub and shower. There is no side of the bathtub which is too high. Simply 
walk in and walk out. Nothing could be more convenient than that.

See pages 26 See pages 20 See pages 24
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TWINLINE 1
• Curvy bathtub with an extra generous shower area

• Rounded glass door for a lot of space when showering

• Integrated seat in the shower 

• Comfortable neck rest when reclining

• Electronic safety lock system

• Access height 18 cm which can be reduced to 7 cm

• Integrated guide track with shower head holder

Models “I rather prefer curves.”
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TWINLINE 2
• Straight bathtub with widened shower zone

• Straight glass door for reduced space requirements in the bathroom

• Backrest and shower seat are optional

• Extra deep tub for lots of space to bathe

• Mechanical locking system, no power connection necessary

• Access height 18 cm which can be reduced to 5.5 cm 

• Ideal for rapid partial renovation (tub exchange)

“I like the angular types.”
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Bathtub or shower? Many of you know this question: You do not want to 

do without the one or the other. The TWINLINE 1 is the first bathtub in the 

world that makes the decision for you because it makes room for both.
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With the TWINLINE 1 from Artweger your bathroom 
becomes your zone for individual comfort. The sophis-
ticated design of the door makes it possible: Easy ac-
cess and egress just like in a shower. More freedom 
of movement due to the rounded form of the bathtub. 
The integrated shower door made of safety glass pro-
vides protection from splashes and reliable sealing. 

The electronic safety lock guarantees that the door 
cannot be opened unintentionally while having a bath. 
In addition the TWINLINE 1 offers a great amount of 
comfort. Thanks to the integrated neck rest you can 
lie back fully relaxed when taking a bath. A seat which 
is integrated into the side of the bath enables you to 
carry out personal hygiene in a most comfortable way.  

The TWINLINE 1 in detail.

1
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1 Take a seat! An integrated seat encourages you to   

 carry out your personal hygiene most comfortably.

2 Shower seat. The wide, comfortable seat fits into the   

 curve of the tub and can be removed for cleaning purposes. 

3 Ideal for relaxation. A soft neck rest is integrated 

 in the bathtub. 

4 Everything under control. As long as the key is lit the 

 safety lock on the door cannot be opened.

5 Fully sealed. The continuous, long-life seal makes 

 the TWINLINE 100% watertight (washing machine principle).

2 3

4 5
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The TWINLINE 2 has a very special advantage: It fits into very small bathrooms. With its straight 

shape it takes up exactly as much space as a normal bathtub. Because of this you can exchange 

your old bathtub for a new TWINLINE 2 with a minimum of effort.
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The TWINLINE 2 has a very special feature: It is es-

pecially compact. With its rectangular bathtub and 

straight glass door it is the perfect solution for small 

bathrooms and rapid partial renovation. Its mechani-

cal safety lock reliably prevents unintentional opening 

of the bathtub door while you are bathing. The ext-

ra deep bathtub also encourages protracted bathing 

even in a small bathroom.  

Not only bathing but also showering is a pleasure in 

the TWINLINE 2: this is provided for by a special wide-

ning of the tub in the shower zone and the comfortable 

access. In the case of installation by a sanitary expert 

the access height can be reduced to 5.5 cm. With this 

feature the TWINLINE 2 offers full comfort in the show-

er and the bathtub. 

16

The TWINLINE 2 in detail.

1
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1 Convenient Access: The door handle is coated with 

 anti-slip rubber and can be easily opened and shut 

 when standing.

2 The shower door opens inwards to save space and 

 provides almost flush-to-floor access to the bath 

 and the shower.

3 The optional water inlet is elegantly integrated into the tub.  

 The water bubbles into the tub just like from a spring.

4 The mechanical safety lock is coupled with the drain. 

 Filling of the bathtub is only possible when the door is  

 locked.

5 Elegant and at the same time comfortable is the 

 soft backrest made of easy to clean plastic (optional).

2 3

4 5
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“Mom sings under the shower!”

One or the other? In small bathrooms one always had to make unsatisfactory com-

promises up unti l  now. In the bathroom the crucial question was always: Shower or 

Bath? Some people are “shower fans“ more than others and they often want their 

personal hygiene to be carried out quickly but hardly anyone wants to completely 

do without a bathtub. “Bath fans“ view their bathtub as their own personal spa 

Bathing benefits 

• has a relaxing effect

• supports suppleness

• can relieve joint problems

• stimulates circulation

• can relieve nervousness

• can help to ease rheumatic pain

• helps prevent and relieve common colds

• can relieve back pain

• prevention of muscle pain

• can guard against cellulite

• for healthy skin

• for medical care in the case of skin problems

• with the addition of essential oils as Immunotherapy

Bath or Shower?
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“Mom sings under the shower!” “Dad snores in the bathtub.”

which they need to keep their world on track. In addit ion taking a bath has been 

proven to be therapeutic and provides a whole range of posit ive aspects for one‘s 

health. With the TWINLINE design both types get what they want as the TWINLINE is 

both a ful ly-f ledged bathtub and a spacious shower al l- in-one. 

Showering benefits

• for daily personal hygiene

• saves on water

• saves time

• vitalizing

• in summer for a quick cool down

• in winter for simple warming up

• stimulates circulation

• Kneipp treatments with cold water
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Whoever plans a new bathroom or renovates their old 

one should also think about the future. Will I remain as 

mobile as I am now when I get older? How can I equip 

my bathroom as practically and comfortably as possib-

le? Not only for me, what about my partner? Have we 

provided in the best way for our future in the bathroom? 

With the ARTWEGER TWINLINE you have already in-

stalled the future. That is because it provides a great 

amount of comfort and functionality - for instance in the 

case of easy access: when installing into the floor the 

access height of the TWINLINE can be reduced to 5.5 

cm. The best thing to do is ask your sanitary specialist. 

Both TWINLINE models can be recessed into the floor in which case the access height is reduced to 5.5 cm (TWINLINE 2). In 
addition the shower door opens inwards. Because of this the TWINLINE provides space-saving, almost flush-to-floor access and 
egress.

Full comfort down to the smallest detail.

TWINLINE 2 180 cm, recessed into the floor with glass skirting in Bordeaux
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The door handle which has been set higher 
can be easily used from a standing position.

Seat padding and neck rest help you to relax 
and also aid in comfortable washing.

In both models the space for showering 
is very generous.

“I also want to able to sit 
in the shower.”

“I would like a maximum of 
comfort when taking a bath.”

Shower. Bath. Seat Lift.Shower. Bath. Seat Lift.

Even more comfort is provided by the ARTLIFT: 
See more on the back of the brochure!
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Gentle luxury. 
Whisper jets & colored  lighting.

“Classic is always good.“

TWINLINE AIR
Suitable for all TWINLINE 1 and TWINLINE 2 models!

The whirlpool of a slightly different kind

In the TWINLINE more than 24 gentle whisper jets 

were built into the tub. The air bubbles rise like spar-

kling champagne bubbles and gently massage your 

body. The jets are ergonomically distributed so that 

your whole body can enjoy their soft caress. With 

the two colored LEDs you can turn your TWINLINE 

into a sea of color. 

24 whisper air jets

2 colored LEDs
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Gentle luxury. 
Whisper jets & colored  lighting.

“I enjoy trying out something new.“

The advantages of the TWINLINE AIR

Relaxing - due to the very low amount of noise.

Hygienic – due to the air system the disinfection normally re-

quired for whirlpools is not necessary.

Convenient - the jets are automatically blown out after bathing 

and showering.

Comfortable - ergonomic placement of the jets provides an 

equal effect throughout the whole bathtub. 

Practical - the fine jets are inte-grated in the bottom of the tub 

and are not disturbing when showering or bathing.

The colored lighting
7 colors: white, yellow, red, light blue, green, blue and violet.

Automatic or manual cycle with stop function.



Four square meters of bathroom – smaller is hardly possi-

ble. Nevertheless full comfort is also possible here! That is 

because before the question was always bath or shower 

whereas nowadays with the TWINLINE 2 both are possible 

- a true space-saver.

 

Further tips from pros that 

make a small bathroom feel 

larger: light, cheerful colors, 

large tiles, clever use of mir-

rors and indirect lighting to 

mention only a few.

Small bathroom with lots of storage space? The TWINLINE 
2 with its compact shape fits into bathrooms with unusual 
angles and makes room for additional furnishings.

How to make your bathroom larger!

Do you have a small bathroom but want full comfort? 

Not a problem.  With the various models and equip-

ping of the TWINLINE family you can now realize your 

personal bathroom plans. That is because the TWINLI-

NE has suitable solutions even for small bathrooms or 

ones with unusual angles without having to go without 

a bath or a shower. You can see some examples from 

professional bathroom designers here.
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TWINLINE: 
The Space-saver in the Bathroom!



The innovative solution for small bathrooms is called TWINLINE because it provides 

the advantages of a bath AND a shower even in a very limited space. That leaves more 

space for you in your bathroom and provides freedom of movement. The TWINLINE can 

be partially recessed into the floor (see photo above) and in this way it provides fast, 

barrier-free access. 

25

TWINLINE 1 with a rear wall of ARTWALL deco concrete.
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Bathtub exchange in 24 hours*,
Shower included!

New bath – made easy:

Redecorate your bathroom - with ARTWALL!

Exchange your old bathtub for a new TWINLINE 2 quickly and easily. The 

outstanding feature: Your new TWINLINE will stand on the same surface 

area in the future as you old tub did before. That means: Shower AND 

bathtub all-in-one on the same surface area without taking up any more 

additional space! Simply ask your sanitary specialist whether, and how, 

that will work out in your particular case.

ARTWALL from Artweger is an especially practical 

solution for rapid bathroom renovation. ARTWALL 

is available in various colors and designs and can 

be integrated into your existing bathroom elegantly. 

The best thing about it: ARTWALL saves time and 

costs as time consuming tiling is not necessary. 

ARTWALL is simply adhered to existing substrates. 

Your bathroom is functional again after a very short 

time. ARTWALL is a wall system for bathroom re-

novation which was especially developed for wet 

rooms. That is why it is ideally suited to rapid and 

simple beautification of your bathroom. The joint-

less panels are especially durable, resistant to 

spotting and to common cleaning substances and 

therefore very easy to care for.  

* Time required depends on the individual situation

BEFORE

ARTWALL can also be used as tub skirting for the TWINLINE.

Current colors and deco under www.artweger.com/artwall
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AFTER

“I like things pale” “I prefer colorful”

TWINLINE 2 with rear walls and tub skirting of ARTWALL deco in rust.



TWINLINE 2: The mechanical lock is coup-
led with the drain. In the position “Shower“ 
the drain and the lock are open.

TWINLINE 2: If moved to the position “Bath“ 
the drain closes and the door is locked. Filling 
of the bathtub is only possible when the door 
is locked. 

TWINLINE 1: Everything under control. As 
long as the button is lit, the safety lock on 
the door cannot be opened. 

TWINLINE 1: The wide, comfortable seat 
in the shower is integrated into the bath-
tub and can be removed for cleaning.

The hinges on the TWINLINE are adhered 
to the outside of the glass which leaves the 
inside of the glass completely smooth and 
particularly easy to clean. 

Details

Tub Skirting                     Material

Tub skirt in white plastic

Tub skirt with glass in Anthracite

Tub skirt with glass in White

Tub skirt with glass in Bordeaux
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Tub material TWINLINE 1

Tub material TWINLINE 2

Highly stable and durable composite 
material with glossy GELCOAT surface. 
The advantages: Warm surface, pleasant 
to the touch. Very smooth and easy to 
clean. Particularly durable and resistant to 
wear. Also resistant against chemicals and 
solvents. Can be repaired.

New bathtub technology from Artweger 
with acrylic surface and sandwich con-
struction = built up in several layers.  The 
advantages: Optimum heat insulation, 
highly stable, especially effective sound 
proofing, pleasant surface, environmentally 
friendly and suitable for recycling because 
it is free of solvents.

Highly stable 
composite material 

GELCOAT 
surface

Tub constructed 
in layers

First class 
acrylic surface



ARTGRIP, the special anti-slip coa-
ting for the shower makes the sur-
face non-skid and provides for safe 
standing in the tub. 

Practical foldaway seat for the 
TWINLINE 2 with softened mecha-
nism, high quality surface which is 
easy to clean. 

This version is with a side wall of genuine glass which is possible 
for all models.

Different versions

The elegant backrest of the TWIN-
LINE 2 also provides you with additio-
nal comfort when bathing. To clean it 
and the bath simply remove it.

31

Accessories

This version is with glass wings on the shower door for additional splash 
protection. They can be folded out or in. Only for the TWINLINE 2. Can 
also be retro-fitted. 
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TWINLINE 1: Bathtub 170

pictured: on left

• plastic tub in white
•	door skirt
•	electronic control for drain 
 and locking mechanism
•	 inlet/overflow set
•	 tub capacity ca. 180 liters
•	seat and neck support
•	optional: inlet, outlet and overflow fittings
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right
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TWINLINE 1: Bathtub160

pictured: on left

• plastic tub in white
•	door skirt
•	electronic control for drain 
 and locking mechanism
•	 inlet/overflow set
•	 tub capacity ca. 160 liters
•	seat and neck support
•	optional: inlet, outlet and overflow fittings
•	models for installation on left and right

75/95160 43

160 cm

113 cm
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 cm 75

 cm

14,5 cm

pictured: on left pictured: on right

• Single-pane safety glass 6 mm
• fits Twinline tub 160, 170 and 180
• grip with door lock
•	mounted on wall incl. guide rail 
 with shower head holder

	•	TWINLINE shower door also available 
 in combination with side wall

180

TWINLINE 1: Bathtub 180 curved

• plastic tub in white
•	door skirt
•	electronic control for drain and 
 locking mechanism
•	 inlet/overflow set 
•	Tub capacity ca. 200 liters
•	seat and neck support
•	optional: inlet, outlet and overflow fittings
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right
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TWINLINE 1: Bathtub + Whirlpool (all sizes)

•	24 air jets
•	2 LED spotlights
•	 integrated control element
•	 tub skirtings
•	models for installation on left and right

Equipment as in TWINLINE plus

TWINLINE 1: Bathtub 180 angular

pictured: on left

• plastic tub in white
•	door skirt
•	electronic control for drain 
 and locking mechanism
•	 inlet/overflow set
•	 tub capacity ca. 225 liters
•	seat and neck support
•	optional: inlet, outlet and overflow fittings
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right

80/100180 43

180 cm
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cm 80
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Sketch of jet 
positioning

Available for all TWINLINE 1 models!

TWINLINE 1: shower door - with optional side wall

door 
height 
in cm

depth 
in cm

width 
in cm

length 
in cm

depth 
in cm

width 
in cm

length 
in cm

depth 
in cm

width 
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TWINLINE 2: Bathtub 160 x 75 cm 

depth
in cm

depth
in cm

width
in cm

width
in cm

75

75

49.5

49.5

• acrylic tub in white
•	mechanical control for drain 
 and door lock
•	outlet and overflow fittings 
•	 inlet fittings optional
•	 tub capacity ca.180 liters
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right

• acrylic tub in white
•	mechanical control for drain and door lock
•	Outlet/overflow set
•	 Inlet set optional 
•	 tub capacity ca. 200 liters
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right

Ausstattung

TWINLINE 2: Bathtub 170 x 75 cm

TWINLINE 2: Shower door

entry
width
in cm

door
height
in cm

197 55.3

• single-pane safety glass 8 mm
•	 fits TWINLINE 2 bathtubs 160, 170 and 180
•	handle with door lock
•	door opens to inside
• Twinline shower door also available in
 combination with side screen

Triangular cutouts and custom heights 
on request

length
in cm

length
in cm

160

170

depth
in cm

width
in cm

80 49.5

• acrylic tub in white
•	mechanical control for drain and door lock
•	outlet/overflow set
•	 inlet set optional 
•	 tub capacity ca. 220 liters
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right

TWINLINE 2: Bathtub 170 x 80 cm

length
in cm

170

211

total
height
in cm

depth
in cm

width
in cm

80 49.5

• acrylic tub in white
•	mechanical control of outlet and door lock
•	outlet/overflow set
•	 inlet set optional 
•	 tub capacity ca. 240 liters
•	optional: 2 LED spotlights
•	models for installation on left and right

TWINLINE 2: Bathtub 180 x 80 cm

length
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TWINLINE 2: folding seat

depth
in cm

width
in cm

38.5 9.2

• high quality, easy care surface
• foldable with motion damper
  and magnet hold

 capacity up to 130 kg, overhang: 33.5 cm

height
in cm
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Single-pane safety glass (ESG). 
In TWINLINE, special heat-treated 
safety glass (EN 12150) is used that 
is more impact-, shock- and tempe-
rature-resistant. If the glass breaks, 
glass granules form, reducing the 
danger of injury considerably.

white

Tub colour:

White      Glass      Glass       Glass
plastic     white      bordeaux  anthracite

Tub skirt colours:

Frame colours:

white    Powder-coated   High-gloss
                    silver           silver

Closure unit:

chrome

Hinges and handle end:

as well as in the chosen 
frame colour

chrome

colour: silver

TWINLINE 2: Bathtub + Whirlpool (all sizes)

Available for all TWINLINE 2 models!
Equipment as in TWINLINE plus
•	 required power source 230V/50/50Hz
•	24 air jets
•	2 LED spotlights
•	 integrated control element
•	 tub skirtings
•	models for installation on left and right

Artwall colours:
Current colors and deco under 
www.artweger.com/artwall



www.artweger.com

Compliments of your bathroom specialist:
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Guarantee Partner.
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Shower. Bath. Seat Lift.

ARTLIFT is your guarantee of mobility in the bathroom. That is 

because ARTLIFT combines convenient access with a bathtub, 

a shower and a seat lift. The seat lift is integrated into the ba-

thtub. At the press of a button you glide gently and safely to a 

bathing position and back again to a seated position. 

Think about tomorrow, today! Equipped with an ARTLIFT 

pre-installation set you can order and have your ARTLIFT 

seat lift installed at any time in the future!

Provide for tomorrow today!

Further brochures:

Simply request them at
www.artweger.com/service
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Artweger GmbH. & Co. KG
Sulzbacherstraße 60, 4820 Bad Ischl, AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 6132 205-0, Fax +43 6132 205-5003
info@artweger.com, www.artweger.com

Artweger UK
The Sidings, Thomas Street, Blackpool, FY6 7QQ Lancashire
Tel: +44 1253 290120, Fax: +333 666 1261
infouk@artweger.co.uk

INSPIRATIONS 
THE NEW SHOWER WORLD
LE NOUVEL UNIVERS DE LA DOUCHE
DE NIEUWE WERELD VAN DE DOUCHE NEW BATHROOM JUST LIKE THAT.

NIEUWE BADKAMER, ZO GEMAKKELIJK.

ARTWALL


